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Abstract: Multi-functionalization and isomer-purity of fullerenes are crucial tasks for the development of fullerene chemistry in various fields. In both current main approaches – tether-directed covalent functionalization and supramolecular masks – the control of regioselectivity requires multi-step synthetic procedures to prepare the desired tether or mask. Herein, we describe light-responsive tethers, containing an azobenzene photoswitch and two malonate groups, in the double cyclopropanation of fullerene. The formation of the bis-adducts and their spectroscopic and photochemical properties, as well as the effect of azobenzene photoswitching on the regiochemistry of the bis-addition, have been studied. The behavior of the tethers depends on the geometry of the connection between the photoactive core and the malonate moieties. One tether exhibits strikingly different adduct distribution for the E and Z isomers, indicating that the covalent bis-functionalization of C60 can be controlled by light.

Introduction

Fullerenes and their derivatives, ever since their discovery, have gained interest in a variety of fields ranging from (bio)medical chemistry to material science, with notable advances in thin-film solar cells, such as organic photovoltaic OPVs and perovskite solar cells. These compounds exhibit a robust electron-deficient character and great semiconducting properties, which have prompted their widespread use as electron acceptors in bulk heterojunction OPVs. Furthermore, fullerenes have emerged as candidates for use in PSCs, due to their electron-transport properties and well-matched energy levels with perovskites. Since 2013, when C60 and its derivatives were introduced in PSCs, the power conversion efficiencies (PCE) of devices have greatly improved and currently exceed 20%, helping with charge traps passivation at the surface and grain boundaries of the thin films. Among fullerene derivatives, the bis-functionalized ones have been the best performing ones in OPVs and PSCs. For example, the pure α-bis-phenyl-C60-butyric acid methyl ester isomer (or α-bis-PC60BM) has shown better performance and stability when compared to the more popular mono-functionalized PC60BM. Isomerically pure fullerene bis-adducts have also beneficial effects on the performance of OPV devices, when compared to mixtures of isomers, due to their molecular packing. Therefore, devising synthetic approaches towards isomer-pure multi-functionalized fullerenes is desirable for boosting their application, including (but not limited to) the thin-film solar cells area.

Given the spherical nature of [60]fullerene, with its 30 [6,6] double bonds, a precise control on the functionalization reactions that lead to multiple adducts is highly challenging. Specifically, the double addition of symmetric and identical moieties to [60]fullerene can afford 8 regioisomers, which can be described based on the position of the second addend in reference to the first one (Figure 1a): the former can lie in the same hemisphere (cis), at the equator (e), or in the opposite hemisphere (trans). To control the synthesis of the bis-adducts and avoid tedious and time-consuming chromatographic separations, which are necessary for sequential stoichiometric additions such as Bingel-Hirsch cyclopropanation reactions (Figure 1b), several covalent and supramolecular approaches have been developed (Figure 1c-f).

The first rational approach towards regioselective synthesis was based on tether-directed remote functionalization (Figure 1c). C60 was first functionalized with a carboxylic acid anchor group through the Bingel reaction, followed by condensation with a tether carrying a reactive group – a 1,3-butadiene moiety capable of a Diels-Alder addition – leading to the equatorial bis-adduct in 23% yield. This approach was then extended to the...
tether-directed double addition by exploiting tethered bis-
malonates which, after reaction with C\textsubscript{60}, afforded bis-adducts in
a shorter synthetic route.\textsuperscript{11} Since then, numerous tether-
controlled methods for preparing bis-adducts by double Bingel,
1,3-
dipolar or diazo cycloadditions have been described.\textsuperscript{12} Also
notable is the topochemically controlled Diels-
Alder synthesis of
trans-1 bis-
adducts (Figure 1d), which enabled further
functionalization of the available axial positions.\textsuperscript{13}

Another elegant approach towards the regiochemical control
of multiple addition makes use of supramolecular masks, which
could be removed after the reaction (Figure 1ef). This
approach consists in confining, before the cycloaddition reactions, C\textsubscript{60}
in
supramolecular receptors, such as coordination cages,\textsuperscript{14} metal-
organic frameworks\textsuperscript{15}, covalent organic cages,\textsuperscript{16} rotaxanes\textsuperscript{17}
or
cycloparaphenylene (CPP) hosts.\textsuperscript{18} In particular, an inclusion
complex of diethyl ester C\textsubscript{61}(CO\textsubscript{2}Et)\textsubscript{2} and
[10]CPP, when
subjected to a Bingel cyclopropanation, yielded trans-3 and trans-
2 C\textsubscript{62}(CO\textsubscript{2}Et)\textsubscript{4} in 24% and 20% yields, respectively (Figure 1e).

Recently, a metallosupramolecular cuboid box-shaped host was
used to complex C\textsubscript{60}, leaving four openings that direct the
cyclopropanation reactions in the equatorial position in 97% yield
(Figure 1f).\textsuperscript{14a} Notably, with this host it was also possible to
perform stepwise reactions, affording equatorial hetero-bis-
adducts. However, all the regioselective methods reported to date,
despite their elegance, lack flexibility and require significant
efforts, because a specific tether or supramolecular mask has to
be designed and prepared to target one (or more) regioisomers.

An appealing strategy towards more versatile routes to
regioselective fullerene bis-functionalization is to combine tether-
directed double addition methods with molecular switching by an
external trigger. Molecular switches – species that can be
reversibly interconverted between different forms in response to
chemical or physical stimuli – offer a wealth of possibilities in
terms of structure, properties, and nature of the control input.\textsuperscript{19} Light is a very convenient tool to operate molecular switches,
particularly in multi-component systems, because it is a non-
invasive signal that can be carefully modulated in time, space and
energy.\textsuperscript{19-20}

Here we investigate the use of photoswitchable tethers for the
regioselective bis-addition to C\textsubscript{60} fullerene (Figure 1g). As the
light-responsive moiety we chose azobenzene because of its
facile functionalization and well known photoisomerization
process.\textsuperscript{21} Generally, the E isomer is thermodynamically stable
and it is converted to the Z isomer by UV light irradiation; the E
form can be regenerated thermally or by exposure to visible light.
As the E-Z transformation is accompanied by a large geometrical
rearrangement and a change in the length of the azobenzene
moiety, we envisaged that if the latter is endowed with
two terminal units capable of attacking the C\textsubscript{60} double bonds, then the
E and Z isomers could undergo the bis-addition with different
regiochemical outcomes. On the other hand, the photochemical
properties of the azobenzene unit could be modified upon
covalent attachment to the fullerene. To investigate these points,
we prepared two molecular tethers consisting of an azobenzene
core and two malonate reactive end groups. The two tethers,
which differ for the substitution position of the malonate groups on
the phenyl rings of the azobenzene, were employed in both the
E and Z configurations for the double cyclopropanation reaction on
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**Figure 1.** Current synthetic strategies towards regioselective bis-functionalization of fullerene C\textsubscript{60} (a) can be divided in two categories: covalent (b-d) and supramolecular (e-f). The approach described in this work (g) belongs to the first category and takes advantage of tether-like compounds. RG = reactive group.
the C60 sphere. We also investigated the structural, spectroscopic and photochemical properties of the tethers and their fullerene bis-adducts.

Results and Discussion

Design, synthesis and spectroscopic characterization of the azobenzene tethers

To gain insight on the role of azobenzene configuration, and thus the effect of photoisomerization, on the formation of the C60 bis-adducts, we designed two different tethers in which the malonate units are introduced either in meta or in para positions on the azobenzene aromatic rings (compounds 4 and 6, respectively, in Scheme 1). Molecular modeling confirms that such substitution patterns lead to different isomer dependence of the distance between the terminal malonates (Supporting Information, Section 6). Moreover, in the less symmetric meta derivative the end-to-end distance can also be affected by the rotation of phenyl rings around the C–N bond.[22]

The synthetic route (Scheme 1) involves the reductive coupling of m-nitrobenzyl alcohol, using glucose/NaOH as reducing agent, to give azobenzene 3. The azobenzene diol was subsequently converted, with ethyl malon chloride in presence of 4-dimethylaminopyridine, into bis-malonate 4, containing meta-substituted azobenzene. Bis-malonate 6, with substituents in the para-position of azobenzene, whose structure was confirmed also by X-ray crystallography (Supporting Information, Section 5), could be obtained using the same sequence and reaction conditions starting from p-nitrobenzyl alcohol. The spectroscopic and (photo)isomerization properties of these two azobenzene derivatives were then investigated in toluene at room temperature (Table S1).

Compound E-4 shows the typical absorption spectrum of azobenzene derivatives,[21a-c] a weak $n-π^*$ band centered at 450 nm, with a molar absorption coefficient ($ε$) of 500 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$, and a more intense $π-π^*$ band in the UV region, with maximum at 322 nm and an $ε$ of 22000 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ (Figure S15). Irradiation of E-4 at 313 nm or 365 nm produces a strong decrease in the UV absorption and an increase of the $n-π^*$ band (see Figure 2a), which can be ascribed to an $E→Z$ isomerization, until a photostationary state (PSS) is achieved. The composition of the PSS was determined from the corresponding absorption spectra by applying the Fischer method[23] and resulted to be $[Z]/[E] = 92.8$ at 365 nm and 83.17 at 313 nm. With the same method, the absorption spectrum of the Z isomer was also calculated. The quantum yield for the $E→Z$ isomerization, measured upon irradiation at 365 nm, is 0.18. Upon irradiation in the visible region of a solution previously exhaustively irradiated at 365 nm to reach the PSS, back $Z→E$ photoisomerization occurs, until a PSS of 85:\(15\) $[E]/[Z]$ is afforded. The quantum yield related to this process, measured upon irradiation at 436 nm, resulted to be 0.64. The thermal $Z→E$ isomerization was studied by monitoring over several days the absorption changes of a UV-irradiated solution kept in the dark at room temperature. The data could be satisfactorily fitted according to a first order kinetic law, giving a rate constant of $1.4×10^{-6}$ s$^{-1}$ (Figure S16).

Compound E-6 shows an absorption spectrum similar to compound E-4 (Figure S17), but with an overall higher absorption coefficient. The $n-π^*$ band is centered at 450 nm, with an $ε$ of 660 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$, and the $π-π^*$ band is slightly redshifted with respect to 4, peaking at 328 nm and with an $ε = 27000$ M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$.

\begin{align}
\text{Scheme 1. Synthesis of C}_{60}\text{ bis-adducts by azobenzene tether-directed remote functionalization. Reagents and conditions: a) D-glucose, NaOH, EtOH/H}_2\text{O, 50 °C; b) EOOCCCH}_2\text{COCl, DMAP, an. THF, 0 °C}$ → $r.t., 16 h; c) C}_{60}, I_2, DBU, toluene, 0 °C, 2 h, dark. DMAP = 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine, THF = tetrahydrofuran, DBU = 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene.}
\end{align}

Irradiation of E-6 in the UV induces the $E→Z$ isomerization (Figure 2b) until photostationary states, richer in Z isomer with respect to 4, are achieved. The PSS composition and the spectrum of the Z form were determined as in the previous case. The percentage of Z at the PSS resulted to be 97% at 365 nm and 68% at 313 nm. The quantum yield for the $E→Z$ isomerization, measured at 365 nm, is 0.14. As observed for 4, irradiation in the visible region (436 nm) converts preferentially the Z form into the E one, however with a quantum yield (0.51) lower than that of
compound 4. The thermal back isomerization, in this case, possesses a rate constant of $2.7 \times 10^{-6}$ s$^{-1}$ (Figure S18).

In summary, the spectroscopic and photochemical behavior of the two tethers is in line with that of azobenzene derivatives, and indicate that the presence of the malonate substituents does not hamper photoswitching. The thermal Z$\rightarrow$E isomerization process is also present, but it should be emphasized that under the conditions employed to form the bis-adducts (0 °C, 2 h reaction time; see Scheme 1) such reaction can be safely neglected for both 4 and 6 (Figures S19-S20).

### Synthesis and spectroscopic characterization of the C$_{60}$ bis-adducts

The reaction of bis-malonate meta-substituted azobenzene E-4 with C$_{60}$ by a modified Bingel-Hirsch reaction$^{[26]}$ yielded the equatorial bis-adduct 1 in 32% isolated yield (Scheme 1, top). The $^1$H- and $^{13}$C-NMR spectra showed molecular C$_2$-symmetry (Supporting Information, Figure S5-S6). We were able to grow single crystals of C$_{60}$-azobenzene derivative e-1, from hexane vapor diffusion into a chloroform solution, suitable for X-ray crystallography (monoclinic, space group $P 2_1/c$). The crystal structure confirmed the C$_1$ symmetry of the molecule and the E-configuration of the azobenzene tether (Figure 3). The transesterification reaction$^{[27]}$ of e-1 yielded tetraethyl ester e-C$_{60}$(CO$_2$Et)$_4$ (7) with C$_1$ symmetry. Furthermore, adduct 1 showed an absorption spectrum (Figure S21) coherent with a bis-functionalized C$_{60}$ in equatorial position and superimposable with the mathematical sum of the absorption spectra of the parent E-4 and the reference tetraethyl ester e-C$_{60}$(CO$_2$Et)$_4$ (7), confirming that the reaction occurred between the E isomer and the C$_{60}$.

**Figure 3.** (a) Crystal structure (atomic displacement parameters are drawn at the 50% probability level) and (b) crystal packing of the equatorial bis-adduct 1 (molecules of CHCl$_3$ are omitted for clarity).

For the synthesis of C$_{60}$ bis-adduct using the Z-4 isomer, the E$\rightarrow$Z photoisomerization of 4 had to be performed on a larger scale and higher concentration (Supporting Information, Figure S32) compared to the spectroscopic studies reported in the previous section. Additionally, it was necessary to perform flash chromatography to isolate the pure Z isomer (with 55% isolated yield). The bis-malonate Z-4 was then allowed to react with C$_{60}$ under modified Bingel-Hirsch conditions and, surprisingly, yielded once again the equatorial-1 bis-adduct with the azobenzene in the E configuration (Scheme 1, top). While the reaction was running, monitoring with thin-layer chromatography (TLC) allowed us to detect only equatorial-1 bis-adduct, which was confirmed, after purification, by $^1$H- and $^{13}$C-NMR spectra and UV-Vis spectroscopy.

Indeed, irradiation of bis-adduct e-1 at 365 nm (Figure S22) produced no appreciable variations, even for prolonged exposure times. Thus, the Z stereoisomer of e-1 cannot be accumulated by photolysis. This observation could be due either to the suppressed photoreactivity of the azo unit (i.e., very low quantum yield) or to a very fast Z$\rightarrow$E back reaction. It can be hypothesized that the covalent connection of the azobenzene to the fullerene via the malonate tethers may constrain the former in the E configuration.$^{[28]}$

Interestingly, the para-substituted azobenzene tether 6 exhibited a completely different behavior (Scheme 1, bottom). The modified Bingel-Hirsch reaction of E-6 with C$_{60}$ afforded a mixture that proved difficult to purify and characterize. However, careful separation of the regioisomers by preparative TLC and their subsequent characterization by UV-Vis spectroscopy, given their characteristic features in the 400-800 nm region used as a fingerprint,$^{[24]}$ allowed us to identify three regioisomers (Figure S34). The main product is the trans-4 bis-adduct (91% relative yield), together with two minor products consisting of the trans-2 and trans-3 regioisomers (7% and 2% relative yields, respectively). Although trans-4-2 shows broad $^1$H NMR signals (Figure S36), a comparison with the spectra of E- and Z-6 (Figure S37) suggests that in the bis-adduct the azobenzene is in the E configuration.

We then proceeded with the photoisomerization of E-6 to Z-6, following the same procedure employed for the meta-substituted azobenzene. The bis-malonate Z-6, obtained with isolated 75% yield, was allowed to react with C$_{60}$ under modified Bingel-Hirsch conditions.$^{[26]}$ The equatorial derivative 2 was obtained as the main product in 30% isolated yield. The relative positions of the two cyclopropane rings on the C$_{60}$ were discerned by $^1$H-NMR, $^{13}$C-NMR, UV-Vis spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. The $^1$H and $^{13}$C-NMR spectra confirmed the C$_1$ symmetry of compound e-2, especially evident from the 56 signals from the sp$^2$ fullerene C atoms (Supporting Information, Figure S28). We were also able to grow single crystals of C$_{60}$-azobenzene derivative e-2, from hexane vapor diffusion into a chloroform solution, suitable for X-ray crystallography (triclinic, space group $P -1$). The crystal structure confirmed the Z configuration of the azobenzene unit and the C$_1$ symmetry of the molecule (Figure 4ab). Further confirmations were obtained by UV-Vis spectroscopy, which showed characteristic features of equatorial-C$_{60}$ bis-adducts in the 400-700 nm region (Figure 4c).$^{[24]}$ Finally, transesterification reaction (K$_3$CO$_3$, anhydrous THF/EtOH 1:1 v/v, r.t.) of compound e-2 yielded the known tetraethyl ester e-C$_{60}$(CO$_2$Et)$_4$ (7) with C$_1$ symmetry.$^{[8,27]}$

Irradiation of compound e-2 in the visible region at 436 nm produced little changes in the absorption spectrum, which could be ascribed to a Z$\rightarrow$E isomerization, with an estimated quantum yield of 0.11. In another experiment, we irradiated the sample at
436 nm for a few minutes and then at 365 nm to trigger the E→Z transformation (Figure 4d). The initial spectrum was regenerated, confirming that the photoreaction is the Z→E isomerization. After a successive irradiation at 436 nm, the solution was kept in the dark and its absorbance monitored over time. The photoproduct exhibits a relatively fast thermal back isomerization in the dark to the initial Z-form; the transformation is complete within one hour at room temperature (rate constant $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, Figure S24).

All these data suggest that the thermodynamically stable form of the azo moiety in the bis-adduct e-Z is Z. Irradiation at 436 nm can produce the E isomer, although with a much lower quantum yield than that observed for the same reaction in the free tether 6 (Table S1). Interestingly, the metastable form of e-Z reverts back to the stable configuration with a rate constant three orders of magnitude faster than that of the analogous process in tether 6.

**Structural features of the tethers and regioselectivity of the bis-adducts**

Aimed at rationalizing the observed results, we compared the outcomes of the four bis-addition cyclopropanation reactions, and attempted to correlate them with the structure of the tethers. A conformational/configurational analysis performed by DFT calculations enabled us to determine the length of the switchable unit of tethers 4 and 6 in their E and Z forms, taken as the distance between the methylene carbon atoms connecting the azobenzene core with the malonate moieties ($d_{core, \text{cis}}$; Supporting Information, Section 6). Although the conformational freedom of each malonate group can also play a role in the bis-addition, it can be reasoned that the separation between the malonates will be largely determined by the more rigid and switchable azobenzene core.

In brief, the calculations show that for both tethers the E configuration is more stable than the Z (Tables S3-S4), albeit in 4 the energy difference (3.5 kcal/mol) is much smaller than that of 6 (9.8 kcal/mol) and of plain azobenzene (ca. 12 kcal/mol)$^{[21a]}$. In both cases the E→Z isomerization causes a significant decrease of $d_{core}$ (35-40%); however, in the case of 4 the “off-axis” meta-substitution determines, in each configuration, the presence of syn and anti conformations of the malonates with respect to the azobenzene main axis, in which $d_{core}$ can change by ±10% (Table S3 and Figure S39). On the contrary, $d_{core}$ in the para-derivative 6 depends exclusively on the azobenzene configuration (Table S4 and Figure S40).

In the case of the meta-substituted tether (4), we did not observe substantial differences, in terms of regioisomer distribution and product yields, between the E and Z forms. The $d_{core}$ parameter computed for the stable conformer of E-4 (9.16 Å) is very similar to the analogous distance measured from the X-ray structure of e-1 (8.87 Å, Figure 3a). This observation explains the ability of 4 in its E form to doubly functionalize C60 with an equatorial pattern. On the other hand, the stable conformer of Z-4 has a much shorter extension ($d_{core} = 5.45$ Å), most likely incompatible with an equatorial bis-addition. This finding, together with the fact that the reaction between Z-4 and C60 forms a bis-adduct with the azobenzene unit in the E configuration, indicates that the bis-addition can only occur with the tether in its E form. Furthermore, our data show that the thermal isomerization of free Z-4 is too slow to account for the formation of a significant amount of E-4 on the cyclopropanation time scale. Hence, we propose that a mono-adduct between Z-4 and C60 is formed first, in which the thermal Z→E isomerization is strongly accelerated, possibly because of electronic interactions between the fullerene sphere and the dangling azobenzene and/or malonate units. As the rate of the first addition is likely unaffected by the isomeric form of the azobenzene unit, e-1 is obtained in similar yields irrespective of the initial configuration of the tether. Finally, the impossibility to accumulate the Z form of e-1 by light irradiation is consistent with such a scenario.

The results are markedly different – and more interesting – in the case of the para-substituted tether 6, with the E- or Z-6 bis-malonate tethers exhibiting different regioselectivities (Figure 5, Figures S34-S37). Subjecting bis-malonate E-6 to the modified Bingel-Hirsch reaction gave bis-adducts trans-4, trans-3 and trans-2 in 91%, 2% and 7% relative yields, respectively. Conversely, the Z-isomer of 6 afforded bis-adducts cis-4, cis-3, trans-4, trans-3 and trans-2 in 81%, 10%, 6%, 1% and 2% relative yields, respectively. DFT Calculations show that in E-6 $d_{core}$ can be as large as 12.5 Å, whereas it is 7.96 Å in Z-6. The experimental distance found in the crystal structure of e-2 (9.02 Å, Figure 4a) correlates reasonably well with the latter value, whereas it is considerably shorter than the former one. This
comparison provides a rationale for both the propensity of Z-6 to equatorial bis-addition and the stabilization of the Z-azobenzene unit with respect to the E-form in the adduct e-2. On the other hand, the larger $d_{core}$ in E-6 could favor trans bis-addition patterns with respect to the equatorial one, thus qualitatively explaining the observed regioselectivity and the E configuration of the azobenzene unit in trans-4-2.

Figure 5. Relative reaction yields of the regioisomeric Bingel-Hirsch bis-adducts of E-6 (blue bars) and Z-6 (red bars) azobenzene tethers, in comparison with published data\textsuperscript{29} in the absence of tethers (grey bars).

**Conclusion**

Two photoswitchable azobenzene derivatives, each bearing two malonate reactive groups in meta- or para- positions to the azo moiety, were used as tethers for the preparation of [60]fullerene bis-adducts. Molecular modelling shows that, despite the structural similarity, the two compounds exhibit different behavior with regard to photoinduced shape modifications. In the case of the meta-substituted azobenzene tether, the bis-addition regioselectivity does not change when using either the E or the Z isomers. The main product, in both cases, is the equatorial bis-adduct, in which the azobenzene unit is in the E configuration and loses its photoswitching capacity because of the steric strain caused by the covalent linkage to C\textsubscript{60}. The para-substituted tether gives more interesting results, as the regioselectivity of the double cyclopropanation reaction is markedly different for the E and Z isomers. The E-tether, characterized by a longer length of the azobenzene core, forms preferentially trans-bis-adducts, whereas for the Z-tether the equatorial bis-addition prevails. Furthermore, in the latter adduct the azobenzene unit exists in the Z form, which becomes the thermodynamically stable one as shown by single crystal X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic and photochemical experiments. These findings are significant because they show that the light-responsive properties of a molecular moiety can be modulated by covalent attachment to the C\textsubscript{60} sphere, in a way that depends on the bis-functionalization pattern, thus creating new opportunities in the field of photochromism.

Moreover, this work provides the basis for alternative routes to fullerene functionalization, in which light can be employed as a tool to direct the reaction outcome by taking advantage of molecular photoswitching. Such a general approach, characterized by simplicity and versatility, could lead to the controlled production of fullerene isomers of interest as active materials in organic and perovskite solar cells. It is tempting to think that this strategy, based on using light to control the regiochemistry of a non-photochemical reaction, could be applied to other fullerenes and multi-adducts, as well as other substrates and (photo)switches.
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It cannot be excluded, however, that the behaviour of this particular compound is determined by electronic interactions between the two molecular units.

It is probable that trans-2 and trans-3 bis-adducts are observed in the mixture due to the $Z$–$E$ back isomerization that occurred before the $\text{C}_{13}$ functionalization reaction (during chromatographic separation and rotary evaporation).
By incorporating azobenzene photochromic units in the tether-directed double functionalization of [60]fullerene, the regiochemistry of the double cyclopropanation reaction could be controlled by using either the E or the Z isomeric forms of the photoswitch. Once covalently linked to the C$_{60}$ sphere, the azobenzene unit changes its light- and thermally-induced isomerization properties. These findings have implications in both the synthesis of fullerene derivatives and organic photochromism.
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